
Face, Palm, and Temperature Door Reader 

TVIP-Mul�Bio Reader 

This door reader-controller is designed for organiza�ons that need more than 

standard access control. The TVIP-Mul�Bio is a biometric reader-controller that 

not only recognizes faces and palms, it also detects elevated temperature and if 

a person is wearing a protec�ve mask.   

The reader-controller can prevent people with elevated body temperature or no mask from 

entering a secure area.  

Designed to Help Hospitals and Other Health Sensi�ve Organiza�ons 
This access control reader helps hospitals control entry. It provides a way of screening people as 

they enter a secure area.  

Its embedded face recogni�on sensor provides 100% hands-free hygienic user authen�ca�on. 

Do you need more protec�on? The biometric reader detects if a protec�ve mask is being worn. Us-

ers can be denied access if a fever is detected, or if the person is not wearing a mask. 

Features of Access Control Reader 
 Face authen�ca�on range up to 8 feet 

 Stores & matches up to 50,000 face templates 

 Stores & matches up to 5,000 palm templates 

 Mask detec�on  

 8-inch touchscreen display 

 Intelligent energy-saving design 

 Dual lens IR & VL camera recognizes faces in both total darkness and bright sunlight (<50,000 lux) 

 Vandal-proof ra�ng 

 Body temperature detec�on accuracy +/- 0.6 degrees Fahrenheit from up to 2 feet away. 

 Connects directly to the network (RJ45) or to an access controller (Wiegand) 
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Temperature Measurement  

 

 
 

Note that this biometric door reader can be connected  

directly to the network or through a controller. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specifications 
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Note: Face verifica�on is possible even when a person is wearing a protec�ve 

mask but it is not as reliable as using the palm biometric.  


